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SCJS Membership
Would you like to renew your membership? Do you
know someone who would like to be a member? SCJS
annual membership fees, effective January 1, 2012:
Individuals $45; Seniors (age 65+) $40; students $10;
Institutions $60; Sustaining $100; Patron $1,000. Dues
include yearly subscriptions to HaLapid, Journal of the
Society for Crypto-Judaic Studies, as well as The Journal
of Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian Crypto Jews
(JOSPICJ). Please make checks payable to the Society for
Crypto-Judaic Studies (SCJS); include your name,
mailing address, city, state, zip code, country, phone
number, and email and mail them to SCJS, 333
Washington Blvd., #336, Marina del Rey, CA, 90292,
USA.
HaLapid Journal Staff
Editor-in-Chief: Lillooet Nördlinger, halapid.editor@gmail.com
Senior Assistant Editor and Poetry and Arts Editor: M. Miriam
Herrera, herrera.miriam@gmail.com
Junior Assistant Editor: Juan M. Bejarano-Gutierrez
rambam44@gmail.com
Spanish translator: Channah M. Bejarano-Gutierrez
channahmiryam@aol.com
Editorial Advisors and mailing team: Art Benveniste,
artbenven@aol.com
Dolores Sloan, dsloanauthor@gmail.com.
Front Cover Art

―Jaw-Bone or House John Canoe,‖ Isaac Mendes Belisario, 1837,
Courtesy of the Hon. Maurice and Mrs. Facey
Back Cover Art

―Our Hidden Light still Burns,‖ by Nitzah Avigail
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HaLapid Call for Submissions
We want to hear from you!
Do you have something you would like to share with us?
HaLapid is seeking submissions in the form of articles,
oral histories, papers, short stories, poetry and artistic
expressions for its next volume.

Guidelines
The text submissions should be formatted in .doc; 12pt
Times New Roman font; single space; justified; no
indentation on first line of paragraph; 2 spaces separate
each paragraph; title of work should be centered; author‘s
name appears directly below title, left side format;
Chicago Manuel of Style format for endnotes.
Inquire as to suitability of topic before sending full
submission. Please submit your work by: February 1,
2012 to halapid.editor@gmail.com. Subject line to read:
HaLapid Submission, your last name.
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President’s Message
What happens when a historian, a rabbi and a playwright go to a
ballgame? Sounds like the beginning of a joke, ¿qué no? No. It
was the beginning of SCJS!
In August of 1990, Stanley Hordes, Rabbi Joshua Stampfer and
Rena Downs created the Society at a ballpark where they were
taking a break from a conference. They thought it a good idea if
those interested in the phenomenon of crypto Judaism—just then
coming to the attention of a small group of scholars, media people,
and crypto Jews themselves—could meet and discuss research,
observations and personal experiences.
Twenty-one plus years later, there have been that many annual
conferences and the Society now has a mailing list of over 500
individuals and institutions. SCJS journals are in sites as
widespread as the New York Public Library and other libraries,
worldwide; in museums, as dispersed as the new one in Bova
Marina, Italy and the National Hispanic Cultural Center in
Albuquerque, NM; in Jewish study centers and synagogue gift
shops; and on the bookshelves of members and friends.
This healthy, young adult stage is a good time to revisit where
we‘ve been and plan where we want to go next. For, as ideas once
thought of as unique, almost revolutionary, become better known
to more people, they grow legs and seem to keep moving forward
almost on their own, propelled by growing interest. Since our birth,
for example, we‘ve seen HaLapid evolve from a quarterly
newsletter to a journal format, as well as the emergence of a
website, a social networking presence, and a soon-to-be-launched
online newsletter. For SCJS, it‘s a changed landscape with new
tools, and a growing, diverse group of members and friends, some
of whom have been around since the earliest days.
This has led the Board of Director of SCJS to begin strategic
planning. We‘re looking at our mission statement of stimulating
and dispersing research and of serving as a resource for those
7
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exploring crypto Judaism. How have we tried to carry this out over
the last two decades? We‘re evaluating who we are, what we want
to achieve. What responsibilities can a non-profit organization of
volunteers take on that can be reasonably accomplished with
minimal stress and burnout? We‘re assessing our accomplishments
and examining where we may be falling short of meeting our
objectives. We‘ll conclude with long-term goals, what we want to
have achieved in a given time period such as three, five or ten
years, and short-term goals, more immediate tasks that can be
accomplished in anywhere from a few months to a few years.
This also calls for a financial analysis to evaluate our income and
spending patterns so we can establish workable program
budgets. It will also show us what programs need expanded
funding, such as research, scholarships and fellowships, honoraria
for keynote speakers and support for students and those exploring
their crypto-Jewish backgrounds.
What YOU think, is important in this evaluation and planning
process. SCJS is a democratic organization, governed by Bylaws
(see http://cryptojews.com/about/bylaws/), whose members elect
the officers and board members. Those attending the conference
completed a questionnaire asking feedback on our performance and
how well we‘re meeting members‘ needs and expectations. Please
copy the sample in this issue on pages 10 & 11, complete and mail
it to SCJS, Box 333, Marina Del Rey, CA 90292. Or download
and complete a copy from our website: http://cryptojews.com/
questionnaire-for-members/ and send it as an email attachment to
haelaw@verizon.net or mail it to 845 Park Avenue Baltimore, MD
21201.
HaLapid also welcomes your letters and feedback. Send them to
halapid.editor@gmail.com. The results will be published in
HaLapid. Our Board of Directors will be meeting in the Los
Angeles area, February 19 and 20, 2012. Members are welcome to
attend and observe. There will be time for you to give your
feedback to topics under discussion. If interested, please RSVP to
dsloanauthor@gmail.com.
8
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Add July 22-24, 2012 to your calendar, the dates for the
22nd Annual Conference of SCJS in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. We‘ve moved the conference date back into late
July for a number of reasons. One is to permit educators
from communities with early August school-return to attend
the conference. Hopefully, the new dates will enable old
and new members alike to join us in Albuquerque.
Wishing you all the best,
Dolly Sloan
SCJS President
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SCJS Questionnaire for Members
The Board of Directors of the Society for Crypto-Judaic Studies is
conducting a survey to ensure that SCJS members are receiving full
benefits from the Society‘s programming. The Board also wants to
know if there are other types of programming or features the members
might want instituted.
In order to help us deliver the best programming and information,
please take a few moments to answer this questionnaire and return it to

haelaw@verizon.net or
mail it to 845 Park Avenue Baltimore, MD 21201.

us either as an email attachment to

We need your cooperation in answering this survey to help make SCJS
the best that it can be and to create programming that will interest and
stimulate members. Results and analysis will be presented in HaLapid.
If you wish, you may enter your name in the space provided at the end.
If you need more room for any answer, please continue writing on the
back of the page.
How long have you been a member of SCJS (approximate number of
years)?
What prompted you to join SCJS? Please check all that may apply.
academic reasons
__
I am/may be of anusim or crypto Jewish
or of Sephardic descent
__
to learn more about crypto Judaism __
to support the work of SCJS
__
other (please elaborate below)
__
What is your highest academic degree? If you have a college degree,
please tell us in what field.
Please check which of the following SCJS conferences you have
attended in the past five years:
2010-San Antonio
__
2009-Denver
__
2008-Phoenix
__
2007-El Paso
__
2006-Albuquerque
__
None of the above
__
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If you checked one or none, please tell us why you haven‘t attended
more conferences.

Please tell us which activities, presentations or exhibits you HAVE
ENJOYED and why.

Please tell us which activities, presentations or exhibits you HAVE
NOT ENJOYED and why.

What is your opinion of the balance of academic to non-academic
presentations at SCJS conferences? Would you like more or less of
either? Please explain.

Do you believe that SCJS is fulfilling its goals as you understand them?
Please elaborate on your answer.

Is there anything that SCJS can do to enhance its purposes, such as
adding to programming? Please elaborate.

The Society has met annually at the beginning of August.
time period work for you? Yes___ No___. Would you
attend the conference if were scheduled at the end
Yes___No___. If you replied No or either of these, what
time period that would work best for you?

Does this
be able to
of June?
is the best

Do you have further comments with respect to the Society‘s
programming, presentation or fulfillment of its goals? If so please set
them forth below. Thanks!

Optional, but helpful
Name __________________________________________
Email __________________________________________
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Conference Proceeding & Reports
The 21st Annual SCJS Meeting—Program Chair’s Report
Seth Ward
The twenty-first annual meeting of the Society for Crypto-Judaic
Studies took place in San Diego, Aug. 7-9, 2011. The Conference
brought together a diverse program featuring academic research,
personal statements, panel discussions, musical and artistic
presentations, and the annual meeting of the membership, in which
members discussed and voted on leadership, and on directions our
SCJS will take in the upcoming years.
Martin Sosin was honored for his support and encouragement of
literary and artistic contributions to SCJS. The Martin SosinStratton-Petit Foundation has made exhibits and literary, cultural
and artistic presentations possible at our annual meetings.
Literary perspectives were presented by Erin Graff Zivin and in a
panel chaired by Dolores Sloan including Corinne Brown and
David Gitlitz. (Brown also presented some artwork related to her
forthcoming novel). Together with Seth Kunin‘s discussion of the
discourse of crypto Judaism, these sessions contributed
substantially to an ongoing discourse about the way literary activity
and personal statements fit into the study and understanding of
crypto Judaism.
Family research was well represented: Mary Anne Curray, Rogelio
Quesada Cervantes and Carlos Larralde presented perspectives
drawn from research about family and ancestors from South Texas
and northern Mexico. Kat Murphy discussed genetic issues
relevant to theories of Jewish origins among French speaking
Acadian colonists, of whom she is descended. M. Miriam Herrera
presented a prose/poetry piece, ―Fear of Snakes,‖ which discussed
the dynamics of fear and hiding among crypto Jews. Arnold
Trujillo drew on research and personal experience to dismiss the
claim that crypto Jews learned about candle lighting from Seventh12
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day Adventists. Roger Martinez‘ presentation on the collapse of a
family network some five centuries ago was based on Inquisition
and other records, but he also noted a personal family connection to
this subject.
The conference once again had a musical component—not one but
two concerts. Judith Cohen lecture-demonstration of Sephardic
song (as well as a lecture about music among Portuguese crypto
Jews), and John Bilezikjian performed on the oud. In addition,
Lois Rose Rose presented her artwork, with beadwork draped on
society officers standing in as models.
Conference participants learned about unique crypto-Jewish
personalities and movements: Keynoter Rabbi Barbara Aiello
updated participants on southern Italian communities and Abe
Lavender discussed Sicilian communities; the trailer of a
documentary about Rabbi Aiello was also screened at the
conference. Yitzhak Kerem discussed eastern-European
Sabbatarians with secret Jewish practices. Elena Saad spoke about
an activist and educator in Mexico. Juan Bejaranno Gutierrez was
not able to attend to present his new findings on taqiyya, an
Islamic model for religious dissimulation.
A fitting close to the program offerings was Matthew
Warshawsky‘s discussion of the ways the Iberian experience is
presented in university curricula, followed by the annual meeting
of the membership, which discussed how the Society will continue
to present the crypto-Jewish experience in our meetings,
publications, and activities.
The conference dates included Tish‘a B‘Av, (The ninth day of the
Jewish month of Av), marked in Jewish tradition as the anniversary
of the date the Spanish Edict of Expulsion went into effect in 1492.
This occasion was marked by reading short passages from poetic
compositions recited in some Jewish communities to mourn the
effects of this decree.
In reviewing the offerings, it may be noted that there were twenty
three presentations. The Society‘s calls for papers have welcomed
13
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both academic research presentations and personal statements, and
the Sosin fund enables an artistic and literary component. This
meeting may be seen to have achieved a balance between these
presentation types: seven of the twenty three may be considered
Sosin presentations, of the remaining, eight could be classed as
personal narratives, and eight as academic research presentations.
Nevertheless, this classification is somewhat arbitrary. Some of the
talks ostensibly presenting academic research in fact mostly
reflected personal statements and the discourse of which Professor
Kunin spoke, justifying these presentations as discourse, but
discrediting the academic value of their contents and findings. And
many presentations clearly and explicitly based on personal and
family interests were driven by substantive and rigorous research
and with contents that contribute greatly to crypto-Judaic studies.
About half of the presenters were new to our annual conference
programming. The conference was truly international, with
participants from Canada, England and Israel. Nevertheless, for
next year‘s meeting it may be appropriate to note that no presenters
came from nearby Mexico, despite interest and attempts to develop
this participation, and that many of the U.S. based presenters were
board members, Sosin artists, or individuals who could drive to the
meeting rather than fly. The SCJS Program Committee may see it
appropriate to work harder to address this issue, although such
considerations have been noted in a number of our previous
conferences. Overall, the conference was well attended and
enjoyed by participants and presenters alike. Hopefully, SCJS will
be able to incorporate some of the suggestions made this past
summer into next year‘s annual conference. Looking forward to
Albuquerque 2012.
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Highlights from SCJS Board and Annual Meetings
August 7-9, 2011, San Diego, California
Rachel Bortnick
The following are highlights of the meetings which took place at
the SCJS conference this past August.
SCJS Board of Directors Meeting
August 7, 2011
Attending the final meeting of the 2009-2011 SCJS Board were
outgoing directors, invited nominees for the 2011-2013 board, and
four member guests.
 Treasurer Diana Zertuche‘s annual financial report showed
SCJS to be in good financial standing. The Board will undertake
an analysis of income/expenses and cash flow to aid in determining
budgets for programs and for funds available for scholarships/
fellowships, grants, etc. Selected foundations will be targeted for
grants for SCJS programs/events. The board requested the
Treasurer to prepare report of spending patterns for a financial
analysis (see below).
 Seth Ward and Gloria Trujillo presented information on
conference program and logistics. Mona Hernandez updated
information on the book table. The board adopted Seth‘s
recommendation that, in 2012, the Annual Meeting of Members be
scheduled near the mid-point of the conference. Gloria thanked
Sales Manager Anna Cooper of the Crowne Plaza Hotel for
working with her to secure such a good contract.
 President Dolores (Dolly) Sloan‘s report included
recommendations for affiliation of SCJS with a four-year
institution, a financial analysis and strategic planning by the board
to set long- and short-term goals for the next five to ten years.


Dolly distributed copies of a questionnaire prepared by Harry
15
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Ezratty, to be completed by attendees and later, by members online
or in print via HaLapid. Harry will then tabulate the responses.
 Membership Vice President Arthur Benveniste reported 156
current members for 2011, with 197 members since summer
2010.
The November ―Letter to Members‖ brings in new
members and donations. There was discussion of donations and
thank you letters for donors.
 Communications Vice President Lillooet Nordlinger will
coordinate SCJS media, which are HaLapid (Lillooet), the website
(Art), La Granada (Debbie Isard) and Facebook (Miriam Herrera)
 The board approved Debbie‘s projected design of La Granada,
online newsletter to be launched in fall or winter, 2011.
 Harry is the new Chair, Arts Program Committee. Artists for
the conference were announced. (Please see article on conference
for details)
 Seth Ward will review Kathleen‘s template for a new brochure.
Abraham Lavender, Editor-in-Chief for the Journal for Spanish,
Portuguese, and Italian Crypto Jews (JSPICJ) announced that the
Spring 2011 issue will be distributed to members at the conference
and mailed to other members.
Annual Meeting of the Membership
August 9, 2011
 Gloria Trujillo, Conference Vice President, reported 45 full
registrants and additional one-day ones, for the annual conference.
 Seth Ward, Program Vice President, reported 23 presentations,
academic and cultural.
 Discussion followed on how to increase attendance. The
suggestions will be considered in planning next year‘s
conference. Recommendations were made for outreach to local
and other populations. Glorya Romero-Tsabold volunteered to
16
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help with publicity/marketing for the Albuquerque conference.
 The 22nd Annual SCJS Conference will be held July 22-24,
2012 in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
 Members voted the following increases in membership dues
and donor categories, effective January 1, 2012: General: $ 45;
Senior (65+):$40; Institutional: $60; Students: $10; DonorSustaining: $100; Donor-Patron: $1000
 Bylaws were amended to add the position of First Vice
President
 Members expressed appreciation for the leadership and service
of Immediate Past President Kathleen Álcala.
 Debbie Wohl Isard is coordinating La Granada, a new online
newsletter for members and friends, to begin in fall or winter,
2011.
 Roger Martínez is coordinating the steps needed by the board in
order to affiliate SCJS with a four-year higher educational
institution.
 Members congratulated Communications
Lillooet Nordlinger upon receiving her doctorate.

Vice-President

 The following nominees for officers and members of the Board
of Directors were elected unanimously:
President: Dolores Sloan
Immediate Past President: Kathleen Álcala
Program Vice President: Seth Ward
Membership Vice President: Arthur Benveniste
Communications Vice President: Lillooet Nordlinger
Conference/Meetings Vice President: Gloria Trujillo
Secretary: Rachel Amado Bortnick
Treasurer: Diana Zertuche
17
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Members at Large: César Ayala Casas, Harry Ezratty,
Debbie Wohl Isard, Seth Kunin, Abraham Lavender, Lois
Rose Rose, Arnold Trujillo, Matthew Warshawsky
Senior Advisor: Stanley Hordes

SCJS Board Meeting
August 9, 2011
This meeting was scheduled immediately following conference
adjournment, to give incoming board members opportunities to
meet each other and consider any items significant to be attended
to before the midyear board meeting in February 2012.
 President Dolores Sloan (Dolly) presented a summary of plans
for a financial analysis and strategic planning, discussed at the
August 7 meeting.
 Program Vice President Seth Ward said he would start working
on programs right away.
There was discussion and
recommendations about the keynote address and potential speakers.
 Membership Vice President Arthur Benveniste will update the
mailing list and find one or two board members to have encrypted
copies also, as a backup.
 First Vice President Roger Martínez said he will follow up on
the action of the Board on August 7 and draft a proposal for
affiliation with a four-year university.
For full details on the San Diego Conference members can request
copies of the minutes from SCJS Secretary, Rachel Bortnick,
rachelucha@gmail.com.
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Conference on the Worldwide Awakening
of the Decedents of the Secret Jews
Netanya Academic College, Netanya, Israel, June 2011
Jack Cohen
On Wednesday June 22, 2011, the ―Worldwide Awakening of the
Descendants of the Secret Jews (anusim)‖ conference was held
at Netanya Academic College (NAC). It was planned to coincide
with the inauguration of the new International Institute for Studies
of Secret Jews (IISSJ) and the establishment of its library, named in
honor of Leslie (z‖l) and Gloria Mound, founders of Casa
Shalom and pioneers in this field.
First, a word about the nomenclature. Many people refer to secret
Jews as marranos, but as Professor Michael Corinaldi, head of the
IISSJ, pointed out, this word, which means swine, as well as the
word chueta, commonly used in the Balearic Islands, are deemed
by many scholars to be derogatory terms and therefore many
scholars in the field have concluded that these terms are
inappropriate to use. Likewise, we do not refer to Ethiopian Jews
as Falasha (lit. outsiders) or to Black Americans as Negroes,
because of these terms pejorative connotations. The Hebrew term
anusim, meaning forced ones, is in some respects more appropriate,
but in the end IISSJ chose the term ―secret Jews‖ and note that
descendants may or may not be secret Jews. The term ―hidden
Jews‖ was not used so as not to confuse the issue with that of the
Holocaust, when many Jews were hidden. The IISSJ felt that the
synonymous term ―crypto Jews‖ was too technical.
The participants were welcomed by Professor Zvi Arad, President
of Netanya College and Professor David Altman, NAC VicePresident acted as the program chair. In the first section of the
conference, greetings were given by five eminent speakers
including: Yitzhak Navon, the fifth President of Israel, now 90
years old, but still active, and the Honorary President of Casa
Shalom and IISSJ. Then came Rabbi Meir Israel Lau, the Chief
Rabbi of Tel Aviv and Holocaust survivor, followed by Justice
19
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Meir Shamgar, former Chief Justice of the Israel Supreme Court,
HE Don Alvaro Iranzo, Spanish Ambassador to Israel, and finally
Elie Schalit, a founder of Casa Shalom and among other things
a founder of the Israel Air Force. Some of the speakers gave
anecdotes about their own experiences in meeting people who were
descendants of secret Jews, including the Presidents and other
eminent officials of several former Spanish and Portuguese
colonies!
At the conference there were a total of ten speakers on various
topics, as well as an excerpt from a movie on the secret Jews of
Portugal made by Leon Edri, owner of Cinema City in Israel. In
his introductory remarks he stated that most of Portugal elite
society today are descendants of secret Jews, some now openly
admit it, but only in the distant mountainous northern region of
Portugal are there groups of people who have retained enough
identity to still be called Jews. The only major town that was not
accessed by the Inquisition was Belmonte, and here there was a
secret cell of Jews that managed to remain active until our present
time. They were discovered in the 1930s by a German Jew named
Schwartz and they later established contact with the Jewish
community of Lisbon in the 1970s. Today there are hundreds who
have openly become Jews again and have a Synagogue in
Belmonte, while many others prefer to remain secret Jews. The
film, not yet released, documents this situation.
For clarification, the Jews who were forced to convert to
Christianity and were known as ―new Christians‖ or ―conversos‖
were the subject of the conference. Among these were at least
three groups, those who secretly remained Jews and continued
acting as Jews, those who sincerely became Christians and gave up
all Jewish activity, and those who were somewhere in
between. But, note that all former Jews were the subject of the
Inquisition, and since it worked from anonymous tips, being
a sincere Christian did not prevent a converso from being arrested,
tortured and executed by the Inquisition (or actually the states of
Spain and Portugal). The descendants of these secret Jews also
fall into the same three categories, those who have after 500 years a
distinct recollection of being of Jewish origin and who
20
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maintain some Jewish customs, those who merely know of their
Jewish origin, but are not interested in pursuing it, and those who
do not wish to be reminded of their Jewish origin. By some
estimates twenty percent of the current Spanish populations are
descended from Jews. In the peripheral areas of Spanish and
Portuguese settlement, where these secret Jews escaped over the
centuries to evade the Inquisition (which continued into the
nineteenth century), from the Balearic Islands and northern
Portugal, to North and South America and the far flung islands of
former colonies, the percentage of inhabitants of Jewish origin
could be far higher.
Professor Sergio Della Pergola Professor of Diaspora Studies at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem (HUJI), and world-renowned
expert on Jewish demographics, showed data on estimates of where
the Jews who fled Spain went and of Jewish descendants still living
in Spain and their localities. Of course, this now amounts to
millions of people, but today most of them are Spanish Catholics
without any idea of their origins. Of the small proportion that
retained Jewish identity, only a fraction of these will admit to being
of Jewish origin.
Professor Nicholas Round, Fellow of the British Academy,
Emeritus Professor of Sheffield University and former Professor of
Hispanic Studies, Glasgow University, spoke about ―Why Marrano
Studies ought to matter to Hispanists.‖ He reminded us that the
persecution of Jews started long before the expulsion, and
mentioned the nation-wide massacres in 1391 and the massacre in
Toledo in 1449. Despite the convivencia, the period of peaceful co
-existence that lasted only for perhaps 100 years, there were three
realities that co-existed in Spain, the Jewish Sepharad, the Muslim
Andalucia and the Christian Hispania. Hispanists have for too long
ignored these concurrent realities. One role of the Inquisition was
to also wipe out the existence and memory of Sepharad and
Andalucia in the Spanish State.
Gloria Mound, Executive Director of Casa Shalom and Honorary
Research Fellow at Glasgow University, spoke about her
introduction to the subject as a result of a vacation to Ibiza in the
21
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1970s that led to her discovery and documentation of a large crypto
-Jewish group there. This led to a life-long dedication to the
subject and the founding of Casa Shalom after her move to
Israel. Among her other findings was the organization of ―Los
Isleneos‖ a semi-covert group of people descended from Jewish
conversos who fled first to the Balaeric Islands and from there
spread to the four corners of the world. Their center was New
Orleans, where there are ca. 12,000 of them, and they have contacts
throughout Brazil, Mexico, New Mexico and north to Quebec.
Dr. Tzvika Shaik, past-director of the Donna Gracia Museum in
Tiberias, spoke about Donna Gracia as a trailblazing leader, both as
a former secret Jew and a woman. She married a converso lawyer,
named Mendez, who made a lot of money after discovering that
black pepper kept meat fresh. He established a bank that at one
time was the second richest bank in the world. When he died she
inherited his fortune and set off on a series of journeys, from
Lisbon to Antwerp, Lyon, Venice, Ferrara and Istanbul in 1554 and
finally settled near Tiberias, now Israel. During her journey she
returned to Judaism and had direct contacts with many rulers,
including Sulieman, the sultan of Turkey, who on at least one
occasion saved her life.
Professor Yitzhak Kerem of HUJI and Aristotle University,
Salonika, spoke about the Donme Sabbateans, the descendants of
the followers of Shabbatai Zevi. Although Zevi, under Turkish
persecution converted to Islam, his followers secretly retained a
messianic form of Judaism, with Zevi as a Christ-like figure. They
continued to speak Ladino and initially used Hebrew in their
liturgy, although later this became mixed. There were three main
sects of Donme in Turkey and the Balkans. It is rumored that some
eminent leaders, such as Kemal Ataturk was part Donme. Today,
many of them have assimilated.
There were two lectures on the existence of secret Jewish groups in
Central America and the Caribbean. Libny Ventura, a PhD student
at Haifa University, spoke about the ―Crypto Jews of Honduras,‖
where he is from. He himself is of secret Jewish origin and has now
made his official return back to Judaism. He investigated the
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extended Lara family, who are descended from secret Jewish
immigrants, and who developed the production of Indigo that was
exported back to Spain. Mordechai Arbel, former Israeli
Ambassador to the Caribbean, spoke about his experiences meeting
secret Jews there, including presidents and leading citizens of many
of the former Spanish colonies. Most of these settlements derived
from the original Dutch Jewish settlers of Curaçao. There was also a
surviving secret Jewish population in Jamaica. Many of these
Caribbean and Central American Jewish descendants had
Portuguese names since they derived from secret Jews who moved
from Portugal to Holland (a former colony of Spain) and then to the
Americas. They adopted Portuguese names to hide their Jewish
identities.
The final speaker was Professor Renée Levine Melammed, of
Brandeis University, Boston, and Schecheter Institute of Jewish
Studies, Jerusalem. She spoke about gender in the Spanish
Inquisition. By analyzing the detailed records of the Inquisition
she found that females often made up the bulk of its victims. She
argued that this was because the main repository of Jewish practice
was the home. The Inquisitors apparently thought that they could
gain more information by interrogating women. Many confessed
to remaining Jewish secretly and were burnt at the stake. Others
doggedly fought the Inquisition over many years, proclaiming their
innocence and adherence to Christianity, but it is very difficult to
infer whether these women were sincere. She noted that the number
of people actually executed was small in proportion to the number of
people the Inquisition investigated and there seemed to be no
difference between men and women regarding the extent to which
were each group was tortured. Altogether the conference was a
unique and an historic event. For more see: www.casashalom.com or
contact Gloria Mound, Senior Advisor to the Netanya Institute for
Annusim Studies, NAC, marrano@zahav.net.il.
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Areas of Inquiry
Crypto Jews from Honduras
Libny Ventura
Translated from Spanish by: Channah M. Bejarano Gutierrez
I was born in Honduras. In 1996, I moved from the interior of the
country to Tegucigalpa, the capital city, where I began my
university studies. Up until that point, I had no knowledge of my
Jewish background. One day, my history teacher commented that
my surname had Sephardic Jewish origins. Since then, I have
wanted to know more about Jewish culture and history. I pursued a
degree in history and published two books.1 I am currently living in
Haifa, Israel where I am studying towards my Ph.D.
When I first began my research, I found an Inquisitional order,
which was issued in the year 1802 and originated out of Mexico; it
prohibited the entrance of Jews in the Viceroyalty of New Spain. It
was sent to every diocese and province in the Viceroyalty.2 The
missive was particularly relevant in Honduras due to the fact that it
was the principal Atlantic province of Central America and
contained important ports.
Honduras was closely linked to its neighbor, a city called Yucatan,
which possessed the most important Jewish colony in the
Viceroyalty. Yucatan also provided slave labor to the Viceroyalty.3
Both Honduras and Yucatan were conquered by Francisco de
Montejo and as well as other conquistadors.4 In Honduras and
Yucatan, the names of cities as well as surnames like Trujillo,
Merida, Caceres, etc. originate from the Spanish province of
Extremadura. This Spanish province was home to an important
population of Jewish conversos due in part, to its bordering
Portugal. The proximity of Extremadura to Portugal facilitated
people's escape from the Inquisition.5
In the middle of the seventeenth century, according to colonial
authorities, half of the well established Europeans in the Guatemala
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region (Central America) were not Spaniards but Portuguese.6 The
Mexican Inquisition considered most of their Portuguese
population to be descendants of Jews who fled from Portugal after
its annexation by Spain in the year 1580.7
At the time, an intense illegal immigration of Portuguese Jews to
New Spain through the coasts of Campeche and Honduras
occurred.8 These Jews in New Spain and particularly in Honduras
had important business relationships with their established relatives
in the Dutch dominions of the Caribbean.9 Such relationships
allowed their Jewish identities to survive. They studied religious
literature and often married each other.10 In Amsterdam, there was
an important market for indigo dye produced exclusively in Central
America.11 In El Salvador they conducted business legally with
Spain via the port of Veracruz in Mexico. They also conducted
business illegally when they passed through the Occidental
Honduras zone where the indigo tree was produced.12
One of the little towns of Honduras which produced the indigo tree
was named Colohete. It is located near the highest mountain in
Honduras and mostly populated by indigenous people. In the
seventeenth century a temple was built in Colohete and featured a
six pointed rosette, a design that was also used in the synagogues
of Spain and whose origins date back to the time of the Temple of
Jerusalem.13 The church‘s façade also contained a burning bush
which referenced the biblical passage of Moses and the burning
bush.
Colohete was acquired by the Lara y Guevara family.14 They took
care of their hacienda and their indigo tree production until
independence from Spain was achieved.15 Because of their bond to
the indigo tree, the Lara y Guevara family likely served as the
business connection to producers in neighboring El Salvador. The
Lara y Mongrovejo family owned a hacienda focusing on indigo
tree production. This was located in the town of Suchitoto, El
Salvador.16 This town was an important indigo tree-producing
area.17 The Lara y Mongrovejo family of Central America was
dedicated to the production of indigo trees.
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The nearest island to Honduras in the Caribbean is Jamaica. The
Cohen de Lara family from Amsterdam resided there.18 They
maintained important business interests extending to Africa.19 In
the Neveh Shalom synagogue, Moses Cohen of Lara served as
ḥaḵam throughout the first half of the eighteenth century.20
In a city in the western part of Honduras called Gracias a Dios,
there was a lynching on June 16, 1690 of a certain man known as
Bulero, who was a distributor of ecclesiastical indulgences. One of
the versions of the legend relates that this agent was paid to eat
meat every Friday.21 Historically, eating meat has been avoided on
Fridays within Catholic circles because it is considered to be the
day when Jesus suffered. Within Jewish practice it was customary
to eat meat at dinner time due to the fact that it was when Shabbat
began.

In the eighteenth century, the Lara family acquired more land or
haciendas whose names derived from the indigenous Lenca word:
―Yaru-singa‖ literally black monkey, but they changed the name of
the haciendas to Yarushín close to the Hebrew Yerush-hem
meaning ―the inheritance of them.‖22 After independence from
Spain, the Lara family lost political and economic power in the
colony and its own identity.23
In the city of Santa Rosa de Copan where the Lara family
ultimately established themselves in the second half of the
eighteenth century, there remains the Tabora family whose name is
Portuguese. This is also the case with other surnames from
Honduras such as Duarte, Silva, Pereira, Andrade, Chaves, Brito,
Pacheco, Cuello, Miranda, and Pinto.
The most famous case of conversos in Honduras was of a person
named Juan Nepomuceno Fernandez Zelaya y Lindo, former
president of Honduras and El Salvador. He was the innovative
force for the educational systems of both countries.24 He was
buried in the city of Gracias where there are still a lot of people
with Lindo as a surname. His grave rests on a fortress with a plant
which has a seven pointed star. The origin of the Lindo family is in
Curaçao, originally a Dutch colony in the Caribbean.25
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A long time ago, the descendants of the Jewish conversos begin to
intermarry with the rest of the population which included both
indigenous and mulatto elements. Their customs, and furthermore
the memory of their being a Jewish nation, have almost
disappeared completely, but it possible to track them down by last
names and place of origin. Now they are Catholic or Protestant and
most of them do not have the slightest idea that they are
descendants of Israel.
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The Militant crypto-Jewish Carlos Esparza
Carlos Larralde
During the twentieth century, numerous civil rights leaders
surfaced in South Texas. Leaders such as Aniceto Pizana, Luis de
la Rosa, and Jose Cantu and others, whose sensibility, confidence
and industriousness made them legendary. They all loathed
aristocratic snobbery and pretensions and hated class divisions.
Everyday these leaders, along with other Texas Latinos, faced the
harsh realities of impoverished life in the region. A majority of
Texas Latinos lived below the poverty level, due to the fact that
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most of them had lost their land when Texas became part of the
United States. Throughout the countryside, wretched sanitary
conditions existed. Yet, the legislative body in Austin had no
interest in ameliorating these dire problems.
The remote late nineteenth century figure of Carlos Esparza (18281885), a nonconformist poet and rebel in his own right, inspired
Texas Latinos to take action. These included his sturdy and fearless
relatives Francisca Reyes Esparza and J.T. Canales, who became
fervent civil rights leaders during the 1920s through the 1950s. As
Canales said, ―Esparza blazed a path for all us when it came to civil
rights.‖1 Latino civil rights leaders became devoted to studying
Esparza‘s political activities. In a sense, they helped their fellow
Latinos in political and economic matters while they were inspired
by Esparza‘s honesty and blunt ideas.2
Carlos Esparza was born in 1828 in Matamoros, Tamauilpas, to
Pedro and Felicidad Villarreal Esparza, and was privately educated.
His mother was the granddaughter of the anti-clerical crypto Jew,
Tomas Sanchez, who established the settlement of Laredo in May,
1755. Sanchez was a direct descendant of Luis de Carvajal. With
his father, Esparza managed a ranch twenty near Brownsville on
the Lower Rio Grande.
During Esparza‘s era faith was part of the philosophical
underpinning of crypto-Jewish genealogical efforts. Just like New
England families, who settled the area in the 1600‘s, and later
dedicated Mormons, care for historical family materials were
typical among Latino settlers. They focused on the eternal family
unit and different religious concepts that extended throughout
time and eternity. They were all obsessed with genealogical
material and preserved and studied precious documents. By the
twentieth century much of this material ended-up in religious or
federal archives.
To the crypto Jew, genealogy was a noble connection to keep in
touch with those who brought and nourished the faith in Monterrey
before the Inquisition dismantled Carvajals‘ colony during the
1590s. At times during Friday evenings, they lit candles and read a
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collection of special prayers, some dated during the 1600s.3
Sometimes scrolls of genealogy were used to recite the names of
ancestors as far back as the Carvajal‘s settlement. While the Bible
was used, only the Old Testament was read. To them, the New
Testament was kept as a pretense of Christianity. In Texas there
were certain curanderos de la Fe, (spiritualists of the faith) while
in New Mexico they were called resardores.4 They served as the
rabbis in some parts of the Southwest.
In 1850 Esparza married Francisca Garcia, daughter of Roman
Garcia, a prosperous merchant. They married in a local Catholic
church in Brownsville. Marriages were conducted in Catholic
churches to give their relationship lawful meaning and a gesture of
good public relations as ―a noble Christian family.‖
Esparza, along with his father and an associate, Enrique Sanchez,
and other citizens of the area attempted to establish a territorial
government and separate themselves from the rest of Texas, known
as the Territory of the Rio Grande. At first it promoted the
interests of Hispanics. The proposal became politically complicated
and was eventually dropped.5
A spirit of rebelliousness overcame Esparza. As always he
questioned deeply held beliefs and traditions. Upsetting the status
quo was his nature. From 1859 to 1876, Esparza became a
guerrilla strategist and a spy against the Texas Rangers and other
enemies of Juan N. Cortina. The stern and persuasive Esparza
persisted in supporting Cortina and the Cortinistas. A bitter civil
rights movement to defend Latinos ripped throughout South Texas
and it caused much desolation, untold causalities and endless
sorrow.6
With his sturdy perseverance, Esparza encouraged the participation
of women in politics. He also recruited them as spies and soldiers,
a far cry from when women were segregated in the synagogue from
men and forbidden to teach doctrine. Even in the Catholic Church,
women were forbidden to be priests or teach theology as well.
Esparza respected prostitutes in a world where Anglo-Puritan
tradition detested them. He recruited them as spies. He needed
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aggressive women who really understood men and he was not
disappointed. They were excellent spies.
Esparza chose his aids for their merit and strict discipline. With
Cortina he played the Union and Confederate forces against each
other, while promoting the Cortinistas‘ cause. From 1860 to 1876
he provided
military supplies and funds for the Cortinistas.
Esparza appeared as an ordinary rancher, possessing neither
Cortina‘s striking appearance nor leadership qualities. The
eccentric, sharp-tongued Esparza remained Cortina‘s man in the
shadows. Cortina gave him an honorary superintendent‘s position
in Matamoros so that he would have access to city resources and
information.
In 1873, Esparza was appointed special deputy inspector of hides
and animals in Cameron County. Texas Ranger Leander H.
McNelly was probably referring to Esparza when he referred on
January 24, 1876, to the Cortinistas‘ ―organization….called the
‗rural police.‘ The chief man is owner of a ranch, or the
superintendent. He is a civil officer…He sends an alarm to one
ranch and it is sent from ranch to ranch in every direction.‖7 After
Cortina was arrested in 1875, Esparza retreated to his ranch. Except
for his activities as a stockholder with the Rio Grande Railroad
Company in Brownsville and other business matters, he became a
recluse to avoid criminal charges for his controversial political
activities.
Despite his reclusiveness, Esparza did not deteriorate or stagnate.
Instead, he saved himself with his witty sayings and business
talents until he died on September 28, 1885. The kinds of dichos
(sayings or proverbs) that Esparza said or wrote were also popular
in Levantine Sephardim literature.8 And they were often the
product of fasting and mystical meditation. In a sense, these
sayings revealed the vibrant Sephardic cultural background of
Esparza‘s world. Some of his sayings were also echoed in one way
or another by other Sephardic figures along the Lower Rio Grande.
They, in return, were reverberated from the Monterrey colony of
the Carvajals‘ followers, victims ―by the forces of obscurantism.‖9
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Esparza‘s sayings reveal his love for books, a common Sephardic
habit. ―Love of books went hand in hand with love and
encouragement of the written word. Book collecting would
continue as an active tradition.‖10 It started in Sephardic Spain
where new forms of creativity flourished.
In a sense, Esparza was the product of that tradition with its unique
rabbis, mystics and spiritual personalities. One can see him
attacking orthodoxy while his house became an intellectual
gymnasium where new ideas and revolutionary ideas were tested.
As we shall see with the following sample of some of his sayings,
Esparza refused to view any intellectual concepts as sacred.
A Sample of Esparza’s Proverbs
Authority
 Authority must be questioned. When authority becomes scared,
then it becomes dangerous.
Criticism
 To help ourselves more effectively, we must be more critical of
ourselves.
Devil
 In this life, even the devil has a noble purpose. If he sees a man
idle, he will assign him a task.
Education
 Do not be ashamed to be helped.
Enemies
 Our enemies seem wiser than they are.
Friends
 If you made two or three friends in your lifetime, you have
accomplished a great task.
Genius
 Genius and candor have much in common.
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Life
 When a man thinks that he is indispensable in his job, he is
doomed.
Literature
 What is good literature today may be rubbish tomorrow.
The State
 What few rights as citizens we have were born in the heat of
bloodshed and can only flourish in the struggle.
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